Preparing for the Upcoming Famine and Preventive Remedies for Illness

Blessings dear blog followers,

I am doing this short post on *MaryRefugeOfHolyLove*, because I feel with all the aberrant weather and lost planting time for Midwest farmers, it seems like we might have the makings of a possible famine soon. And so, I want to help people prepare as best as they can with whatever limited resources that they have.

Also, I want to provide a few resources to help people with their health, both now and for the upcoming chastisements. Of course, with the disclaimer that I am not a healthcare professional, but I want to provide information to you, so you can do further research on your own to see if this would help you out in your particular situations.

And so, with respect to a future famine, I have been informed by different chosen messengers of God, that the children of God need to seriously consider stocking up with food now, because the major earthquake in California (over 7.0 magnitude) was a sign by Heaven that we are entering a more serious stage of coming natural disasters. And so, the children of God need to stockpile food now before we start seeing empty shelves in our grocery stores.

And so, I want to provide three possibilities for you as you consider the space you have in your homes for survival foods and costs. The first possibility is to stockpile at least three months of food so this food can be multiplied by Our Lord during the famine.

Now, I have seen and purchased some survival food that is expensive and not very high quality in the past. So, to save people from being disappointed like I have been, I want to recommend the InfoWars store as a possibility for you to purchase quality food and survival gear. I am not affiliated with them in any way and so, I do not make any money by advertising their products on this blog. However, I have purchased items from them before and I can recommend them based on my previous experiences. Also, purchasing from their store helps to support independent news, which is so desperately needed these days. They periodically have sales, so I recommend them especially if you can purchase stuff when they are marked down. Here is the link:  
https://www.infowarsstore.com/preparedness.html

Now, I know that purchasing survival food is expensive and it takes up a lot of space. So, I have two alternatives for you to consider. The first alternative is preparing “miraculous sustaining grapes.” More information can be found on this blog page: 

**Miraculous Sustaining Grapes**  
https://maryrefugeofholylove.com/practical-advice-and-guidance/miraculous-
And the second alternative is this: raw honey and nuts. See this blog post for more information from Our Lord:

**A Blessing For Famine – A Spoonful of Honey and Some Nuts for Daily Nourishment**

https://maryrefugeofholylove.com/2016/02/01/a-blessing-for-famine-a-spoonful-of-honey-and-some-nuts-for-daily-nourishment/

Now, I would like people to know that if you consider honey and nuts for your method of survival during the famine, I want you to know that you must stockpile raw honey and not processed honey, which is sold most often in the grocery store. Only raw honey has both the nutritional value and medicinal properties that Our Lord is referring to in His message to Luz de Maria. Also, raw honey has an unlimited shelf life, which means that it never goes rancid and lasts indefinitely.

**Article: Does Honey Go Bad?**

https://www.thespruceeats.com/does-honey-go-bad-1388300

I also want people to know that raw honey is also one of the most powerful natural antibiotics in the world. Raw honey also works miracles for healing deep wounds and burns. I have heard stories about people with second degree burns becoming completely healed by raw honey. So, raw honey is a good choice not only for daily nourishment during the coming famine, but also as a natural remedy to keep healthy during the coming plagues.
Article: Learn how raw honey can improve digestion, relieve burns and improve your health
https://www.naturalnews.com/052681_honey_optimal_health_natural_medicine.html

Article: The healing power of honey: From burns to weak bones, raw honey can help
https://www.naturalnews.com/021506.html

Article: How to treat burn victims during a SHTF emergency

Article: The Sweet Art of Healing
https://www.naturalnews.com/026812_sugar_antibiotic_honey.html

Finally, I want to speak about colloidal silver. Colloidal silver is more powerful than antibiotics and is even safe to use with children and pets. If you are prone to coming down with the common cold and flu every year, you really need to try colloidal silver as a natural alternative to antibiotics. Colloidal silver can also be applied topically to wounds and ear infections, etc. It is like God's miracle remedy for all sorts of illnesses and diseases.

Article: Colloidal silver gaining ground as a proven, effective antibiotic remedy
https://www.naturalnews.com/010038.html

However, when buying colloidal silver, you have to make sure that you are purchasing a quality product that does not have any impurities. That is why I want to recommend the InfoWars store again for colloidal silver, because they sell quality stuff. Here is the link to find out more: https://www.infowarsstore.com/nsearch/?q=colloidal+silver

Alright, I hope that this blog post helps a lot of people to prepare and gives hope in whatever financial, health, and preparedness situation you are in. God bless!

I love you.
—a soul